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 The Daughters of Herodias in

 Hérodiade, Salome, and
 A Full Moon in March

 Marilyn Gaddis Rose

 They dance, the daughters of Herodias
 With their eternal, white, unfaltering feet,
 And always, when they dance, for their delight,
 Always a man's head falls because of them.1

 Salome or Herodias - she goes by both names - was almost a
 fetish to Arthur Symons and his generation in the nineties. Stéphane
 Mallarmé^ their adored magus, had given them an exquisite precedent
 in his Hérodiade, a dramatic fragment over which he worked for more
 than three decades. He even moved from province to Paris in his
 unsuccessful search for leisure in which to complete Hérodiade and
 the Grande Oeuvre. Wilde's Salome, rewritten in French to assure its
 performance (so he said), created a furor; while he was in prison, it
 was finally staged at the Théâtre de l'Oeuvre, Paris, in February,
 1896, and only later translated into English by none other than Alfred
 Lord Douglas. The paintings and drawings of Beardsley, Gustave
 Moreau, and Charles Ricketts reflect her impact upon the artistic
 imagination, and they found analogies to her fabled undulations
 in the dancing of their contemporaries, Jane Avril and Loïe Fuller.
 Close to the consciousness of William Butler Yeats, Salome would
 epitomize a period of history for him: "When I think of the moment
 before revelation I think of Salome - she, too, delicately tinted or
 maybe mahogany dark - dancing before Herod and receiving the
 Prophet's head in her indifferent hands, and wonder if what seems
 to us decadence was not in reality the exaltation of the muscular
 flesh and of civilisation perfectly achieved."2

 Whether Yeats discerned in this event a moment of historical

 stasis, he and his elders found themselves, early or late, compelled to
 express it in dramatic bas-relief. From Mallarmé's Hérodiade (roughly
 1864-1898) to Wilde's Salomé (1893) to Yeats' A Full Moon in March
 (1935) there is probably as direct a route as a literary motif has
 traveled. 3 Mallarmé and Wilde were acquainted, as were Yeats and
 Wilde. Arthur O'Shaughnessy, George Moore, Arthur Symons, and
 Stuart Merrill were friends of all three. O'Shaughnessy wrote on

 172
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 Herodias, Moore and Symons translated Mallarmé into English, and
 Merrill helped Wilde polish his French Salome. Yeats had ample
 opportunity to be influenced by both H ero diade and Salome. He met
 Wilde in either February or March 1889, at the outset of the period
 leading to Salome. T. R. Henn, in fact, suggests that Salome and
 Charles Ricketts' illustrations underlie Yeats' obsession with both the

 image of the severed head and the theme of virgin cruelty .4 He and
 Symons were very close at the time Symons was translating H ero diade.
 Recalling this period in his autobiographies, Yeats says, "I think that
 those [translations] from Mallarmé may have given elaborate form to
 my verses of those years." Hérodiade's speech beginning "The horror
 of my virginity/Delights me . . ." marked him especially. Mallarmé' s
 poem strengthened his own aesthetics: "Yet I am certain that there
 was something in myself compelling me to attempt creation of an art
 as separate from everything heterogeneous and casual, from all char-
 acter and circumstance, as some Herodiade of our theatre, dancing
 seemingly alone in her narrow moving luminous circle. "5

 Yeats, despite his indebtedness to Mallarmé and Wilde, is the
 most original of the three. However, I am less concerned here with
 problems of influence than with the changing form of Herodias'
 daughter as central figure in these three works. Taken chronologically,
 these will suggest how she adds more and more meaningful gyrations
 to her dance of voluptuous indecision; how the metaphor begins with
 spectacle in Mallarmé and becomes spectacle and dance in Wilde and
 Yeats; how the siren herself becomes increasingly cruel and self-
 defeating; and how, finally, in Yeats the metaphor is submerged in
 an even more elemental and sociological experienced

 Mallarmé' s fragment stays the closest to bas-relief. It is also the
 closest to opera. There are three parts: "Ouverture Ancienne
 d'Hérodiade," a recitative by the nurse; "Scène," a dialogue between
 Herodiade and the nurse which could accommodate only the most
 stylized gestures; and "Cantique de Saint Jean," an aria. This design,
 expressed in language which conveys meaning almost solely by asso-
 ciation, gives us a form as quintessential as Herodiade herself, maniac-
 ally determined to keep her beauty undefiled by life. In the first two
 parts there is no mention of John the Baptist. We must complete the
 suggested analogies by our own knowledge of the Biblical event. Yet
 the language is charged with associations, from which we deduce
 that when Herodiade asks for Saint Jean's head, it can be only because
 some aspect of her encounter with him would make her feel threatened
 in her inviolacy.

 The nurse's opening "Incantation" presages Hérodiade's fatal and
 self -destructive role. The first six lines link images of passion and
 death. "Aurore" (a female goddess associated with love) has marked
 Hérodiade's tower, which the nurse calls a mortuary and a tomb. In
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 the succeeding lines the nurse remarks the death-stilled waves, the
 waters reflecting unruffled the autumnal decay. The morning lights
 suggest only "Crime! bûcher! aurore ancienne! supplice!" After further
 describing conditions as she herself reflects them, the nurse begins
 to envision a tragedy. Her prediction begins to modulate into a des-
 cription of Hérodiade, for "Elle, encore, l'antienne aux versets de-
 mandeurs," although "elle" syntactically refers to "antienne" (hymn),
 applies as well to Hérodiade "A l'heure d'agonie et de luttes funèbres!"
 She tells us that Hérodiade wanders at night - never rumpling her
 bed - and in the shivering morning. Every mournful object associated
 with the girl is a portentous analogue: the clock wounds the new
 hours, the water clock weeps, her father heaps corpses upon the
 battlefield, her finger against the windowpane will be like a candle
 melting in the sun, and even dawn struggles sadly with the day.
 Hérodiade herself, like Psyche in Poe' s Ulalume, drags her wings like
 a swan beneath a dying star.

 But the hints of foreboding become more ominous when Hérodiade,
 a creature self-purified of humanity, self-destined for artificial para-
 dises, appears. Terrified by the touch of her own hair, she fears even a
 kiss for her nurse. She says, "un baiser me tûrait/Si la beauté
 n'était la mort," seeing something fatal in her perfection. Although
 at this point her remark sounds like an arrogant exaggeration, in the
 total context it is Janus-faced, referring to both her own and Saint
 Jean's deaths. Then she tells her nurse about her walk through the
 keep where her palace lions stay. Her verbs "tu m'as vue" (you have
 seen or you saw) and "je marchais" (I was walking or I used to
 walk) deliberately delude us about the time of her walk. It may have
 been a walk just completed, accomplished repeatedly in the past, or
 once taken and obsessing her still. But her references are all the
 more distrubing for being oblique:

 Par quel attrait
 Menée et quel matin oublié des prophètes
 Verse, sur les lointains mourants, ses tristes fêtes,

 As my italics suggest she is thinking of prophets, expiring horizons,
 and sad banquets. The association of lion and Saint Jean becomes
 more apparent when she says,

 Les lions, de ma robe écartent l'indolence
 Et regardent mes pieds . . .

 Her diversion in having her hair dressed enmeshes her further in her
 expanding identification of sex, beauty, and death. Her nurse asks
 Hérodiade to perfume her hair with attar of roses, and charges her
 question with morbid associations:

 De l'essence ravie [ravished] aux vieillesses [decrepitudes] de roses?
 Voulez-vous mon enfant, essayer la vertu
 Funèbre [funereal potency]?
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 But Hérodiade fears the stimulation of her senses and wants her hair

 cruel, scentless, metallic, and sterile. Her mirror, in which she endlessly
 broods upon herself, becomes a sexual analogue ("Gomme des feuilles
 sous ta glace au trou profond," "sévère fountaine" ) . The syntax of her
 exclamation makes it doubly provocative: "J'ai de mon rêve épars
 connu la nudité! (I have through my idle dream known nudity! or I
 have recognized the nudity of my diffuse dreaming!)" She rejects
 her nurse's affection; she calls her own uneasy excitement sinister and
 says that the day "ne finira pas sans malheur sur la tour." Her fear
 is double-edged, referring both to herself in her tower and to Saint
 Jean, for "tower" is a conventional male analogue.

 The nurse, suspecting that a man disquiets the princess, seeks her
 confidence and says that even if a god he will be the suppliant await-
 ing the divinely recompensing gift of her femininity (votre grâce).
 She warns the girl of the consequences of disdaining humanity. But
 Hérodiade insists, "je ne veux rien d'humain" and calls herself
 "sculptée," seeing herself as an idol. She berates the nurse for speak-
 ing of a mortal lover, for if even the warm sensuous blue summer
 sky saw her nude, she would die. She claims that she loves "l'horreur
 d'être vierge," but she admits that when in bed she becomes an
 inviolate snake terrified by the caress of her own hair. She turns toward
 the star which she links with herself and addresses herself to the

 moon. Her nurse asks, "Madame, allez- vous donc mourir? (My lady,
 are you going to die? and by a slight extension, My lady, will you
 choose death?)" Although Hérodiade says no, she longs for an un-
 natural setting where the sky is sinister, not azure, and where the
 planet Venus sears the leaves at dusk. She asks that tapers be lit (as
 would be appropriate for a body lying in state) and dismisses the
 nurse. Then with a final cry, she tells her lips, which have been
 repudiating her sexual desires, that they have lied.

 There is only the "Cantique de Saint Jean" to complete the
 drama. The execution, either to come or just completed, is a moment
 of transfiguring shock. The sun stands still. The saint feels a spinal
 tingle (associated with any sensual disturbance, so the link between
 decapitation and climax is natural). He speaks of the moment of
 decapitation as the scythe's triumphant flight that removes the old
 disharmonies of the flesh. The pronoun "elle" in the fifth stanza is
 significantly ambivalent:

 Qu'elle de jeûnes ivre
 S'opiniâtre à suivre
 En quelque bond hagard
 Son pur regard

 "Elle" refers to his own head, but it is completely applicable to
 Hérodiade, lightheaded and distraught, stubbornly witnessing the
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 effects of her perverse purity. The two final stanzas permit this double-
 reference reading also:

 Là-haut où la froidure
 Eternelle n'endure

 Que vous le surpassiez
 Tous ô glaciers

 Mais selon un baptême
 Illuminée au même

 Principe qui m'élut
 Penche un salut.

 "Là-haut" reminds us both of Hérodiade in her tower of cold passion
 and of Saint Jean, soaring toward his abstract (and hence, cold)
 heaven achieved only by faith and salvation. Moreover, the emotive
 faith underlying his baptism and spiritual rebirth is fundamentally
 akin to the virginal obsession underlying her cruelty, which she con-
 ceives as a personal consecration. As he was baptized in water, so is
 she baptized now in his blood. The principle which elects him ensures
 both their salvations. When his head falls in a gesture of tribute to
 her female power, it makes of their encounter a moment of mutual
 grace.

 In those theatrical fragments where there is implicit a dramatic
 whole but not dramatic action, Mallarmé' s typical subject is a girl
 with human responses caught at the moment she represses them,
 pursuing to the logical conclusion her compulsion to become a female
 goddess who requires the supreme final male sacrifice. However, we
 assume from those references that the sacrifice of the male destroys the
 goddess who is, as she has admitted, human behind her facade. Mal-
 larmé' s presentation, although sensuous, although making elegant
 use of conventional sexual analogies, is still subtle and indirect. His
 language has the glitter and grandeur of a culture at the precise
 moment before decay sets in.

 In Wilde's Salomé intensity replaces indirection, and a tragedy
 told by hints becomes a morbid pageant. His is the most stageable
 of the three plays under discussion, for Wilde knew well the limits
 of spectator collaboration. His exposition is complete, his dialogue
 usefully repetitive, all but one of his actions (the decapitation) in
 full view.

 A careful exposition prepares us for a girl whose beauty is
 macabre. The moon, which Hérodiade called her eternal sister, is
 described to sound like Salomé: "She is like a woman rising from a
 tomb. . . . She is like a little princess who wears a yellow veil, and
 whose feet are of silver. She is like a princess who has little white
 doves for feet." The stricken Young Syrian, using the mirror of
 Hérodiade, says that Salomé is "like the shadow of a white rose in a
 mirror of silver." We can hear the voice of Jokanaan (John the Bap-
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 tist) . (To make the sexual allusions inescapable Wilde has this potent
 male upright in a cistern.) Salome, annoyed by her stepfather's at-
 tentions, leaves the banquet and joins her Page and the Young Syrian
 on the terrace. Like Hérodiade and the Queen of A Full Moon in
 March she feels a kinship with the moon: "Yes, she is a virgin. She
 has never defiled herself." She sees the prophet, who climbs out of
 the cistern and comes toward her, as her counterpart: "I am sure
 he is chaste as the moon is." Rejecting her, he asks for her mother.
 Salomé, paraphrasing the Song of Solomon, makes overtures of love
 and hate:

 I am amorous of thy body, Jokanaan! Thy body is white like the
 lilies of a field that the mower hath never mowed. . . . Thy body
 is hideous. It is like the body of a leper. ... It is thy hair that
 I am enamoured of, Jokanaan. . . . Thy hair is like the cedars
 of Lebanon, like the great cedars of Lebanon that give their
 shade to the lions and to the robbers who would hide them by
 day. . . . Thy hair is horrible. It is covered with mire and dust.
 It is like a knot of serpents coiled around thy neck. ... It is
 thy mouth that I desire, Jokanaan. ... It is redder than the
 feet of him who cometh from a forest where he hath slain a lion,
 and seen gilded tigers. ... I will kiss thy mouth, Jokanaan.

 Her insistence makes the Young Syrian kill himself in despair. (The
 stage directions do not specify his weapon, but presumably he either
 stabs himself or falls on his sword. Only a phallic symbol would suit
 this play.)

 While Salomé stands rejected, Jokanaan goes back into the cistern
 from whence, so we deduce subsequently, he rouses her to such a
 pitch that she must ask for his head. She does not do so, however,
 until Herod and Herodias have dominated the stage for some time.
 The couple discuss Jokanaan's message and Herod's infatuation. The
 Tetrarch is visited by omens: he slips on the Young Syrian's blood,
 fancies that a huge black bird is beating up a wind, tears his rose
 wreath from his head because it burns him. Although Herodias resents
 Herod's request that Salomé dance, she is delighted when her daughter
 asks for Jokanaan's head on a silver charger. Then Wilde, beclouding
 the character motivations, has Herod demur vigorously enough to
 reveal that he too is enamoured of Jokanaan. Herod vows never to
 look at her again: "Only in mirrors is it well to look, for mirrors do but
 show us masks." Herodias, however, slips the death ring from Herod's
 finger and dispatches the Executioner. Salomé, leaning over the
 cistern, says, "Go to the soldiers and bid them go down and bring
 the thing I ask, the thing that the Tetrarch has promised me, the
 thing that is mine." (Note that she does not say "head.") When the
 Executioner brings forth the head, she seizes it. She exults in the con-
 quest of what had rejected her. She says to it, "There was nothing
 in the world so white as thy body. There was nothing so red as thy
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 mouth." She admits that her purpose has partially miscarried, "Neith-
 er wine nor apples can appease my desire. What shall I do now,
 Jokanaan?" And she concedes, "I was a virgin, and thou didst take
 my virginity from me." Whether Herod is jealous of Salomé or
 Jokanaan, he closes the play by commanding, "Kill that woman!" As
 the curtain falls, Salomé is crushed by Herod's soldiers, emblems of
 the upright male object.

 Wilde's animated dramatic frieze closes with a final violent tableau

 vivant. Salomé, deflowered by her own desire, has taken to her
 bosom the uppermost part of the powerful man who became the object
 of her love and lust, and in so doing has set in motion the causes of
 her own destruction. A girl, who like her culture is too sensual to
 survive, has been shattered by a newly sublimating force.

 The metaphor is now fully visible, and ready to be synthesized by
 Yeats, who will keep in balance the allusive concision of Mallarmé
 and the basic passions of Wilde. Of the three, Yeats' version is the
 most theatrical, most allusive, most passionate, most ceremonial - and
 most concise.

 A Full Moon in March is staged by the First and Second Atten-
 dants, who like Noh performers, can speak as themselves, as narrators,
 and as the characters. They decide to sing about the dung of swine,
 after which they sing two stanzas about the power of love, each
 stanza having an italicized third-line refrain "What cares love for
 this and that?" and a terminal one, "Grown of gold or dung of
 swine." Then the inner play visualizes the themes of two refrains. A
 Queen, yawning and restless, receives a savage- looking Swineherd who
 comes to compete for her with his song. Wilder in aspect than John the
 Baptist, his hair is foul, his flesh is scratched, his clothes are ragged.
 Most of all, he is a human animal. He says,

 But when I look into a stream, the face
 That trembles upon the surface makes me think
 My origin more foul than rag or flesh.

 The Queen, rationalizing away his appearance, tells him,

 But you have passed through perils for my sake;
 Gome a great distance. I permit the song.

 Echoing Hérodiade, she reminds him,

 I am crueller than solitude,
 Forest or beast.

 And continues,

 Men hold

 That a woman's beauty is a kindly thing,
 But they that call me cruel speak the truth,
 Gruel as the winter of virginity.
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 The confidence of the Swineherd, imagining already the voluptuous-
 ness of their nuptials, fascinates her, and she remembers that

 A lover in railing or in flattery said
 God only looks upon me without fear.

 The Swineherd replies, "Desiring cruelty, he made you cruel." He
 emphasizes that only her sex attracts him:

 . . . when I first heard your name.
 I rolled among the dung of swine and laughed.
 What do I know of beauty?

 He asks further, "What do I know of kindoms?" He offers solely

 A song - the night of love,
 An ignorant forest and the dung of swine.

 (The forest is ignorant in the same sense as Hérodiade's era, un âge
 ignoré.) He compares her to a female pig: "She shall bring forth her
 farrow in the dung." The Queen, thankful at least that the Swineherd
 has not asked her to drop her veil, a conventional sexual analogue,
 announces that he will soon be a severed head. He threatens her with

 a transparent tale:

 There is a story in my country of a woman
 That stood all bathed in blood - a drop of blood
 Entered her womb and there begat a child.

 As the attendants close the inner curtain, she drops her veil before him.
 The First Attendant, singing as the Queen, recalls Hérodiade's plight:

 He had famished in a wilderness,
 Braved lions for my sake
 And all men lie that say that I
 Bade that Swordsman take

 His head from off his body
 And set it on a stake.

 When the attendants reopen the curtain, the Queen, her veil at her
 side, holds the severed head like an amphora above her own head. Her
 excuse, sung by the First Attendant, is what Hérodiade's excuse would
 have been:

 Cry that wrong came not from me
 But my virgin cruelty.

 As the attendant sings, the Queen dances toward the throne and
 sets upon it the severed head, thereby dramatizing the Swineherd's
 victory. She pauses for a moment as if "waiting for his song," and
 during that pantomime the Second Attendant sings the role of the
 head; his tone is flippant, the matter dionysiac:

 I sing a song of Jack and Jill.
 Jill had murdered Jack;
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 The moon shone brightly;
 Ran up the hill, and round the hill,
 Round the hill and back.

 A full moon in March.

 Jack had a hollow heart, for Jill
 Had hung his heart on high;
 The moon shone brightly;
 Had hung his heart beyond the hill.
 A-twinkle in the sky.
 A full moon in March.

 The two refrains identify the Queen as moon-goddess demanding
 and receiving her male sacrificed On the inner stage, she dances
 erotically around the head while accelerating drum-taps simulate
 her excitement and climax, at which point she kisses its lips, shudders,
 and sinks slowly to the floor, "holding the head to her breast." The
 arrogant and sensual Queen submits. She gives herself to the sight of
 the Swineherd and consummates the act she loathes, only when,
 decapitated and repulsive, the bearded uppermost part of him is
 subject to her aggressions. And thus, she has lost, having destroyed
 what she most desired.

 At that point, the attendants close the inner curtain and sing
 the concluding antiphon in which her ritual, enacted in dance move-
 ments, reënters the stasis of plastic art. The Second Attendant envis-
 ions a frieze of priestesses. He wonders, "What do they seek for?" He
 recalls the Queen's powerful protector and asks, "What can she lack
 whose emblem is the moon?" He urges the First Attendant to "look
 with understanding eyes" upon the pitchers carried by the priestesses,
 pitchers which seem to signify to him the female gift "tight /Therein
 all time's completed treasure is." And he asks again, "What do they
 lack?" To each of his questions, the First Attendant answers, "Their
 desecration and the lover's night."

 The story of the daughter of Herodias, an historical event reminis-
 cent of pre-Christian ritual, has itself gone through a rite-de-passage
 in Hérodiade, Salomé, and A Full Moon in March. Yeats' play, unlike
 Mallarmé's precious dramatic poem, is forceful, alluding clearly rather
 than obliquely to basic life patterns; unlike Wilde's sensational play,
 it is tasteful and coherent. Yet the metaphor in maturing has not
 altered radically. If we return to Arthur Symons, we find him sum-
 marizing,

 Yet they desire not death, they would not slay
 Body or soul, no not to do them pleasure:
 They desire love, and the desire of love;
 And they are the eternal enemy.

 The virgin is cruel and powerful, but she is indecisive. She stands
 poised during a moment of dramatic space-time. That is the moment
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 that Mallarmé labored to achieve, that Wilde inadvertently submerged,
 that Yeats captured and completed.

 Stephens College

 NOTES

 !Arthur Symons, "The Dance of the Daughters of Herodias," Poems (New
 York, 1921), II, 105.

 2 (New York, 1961), p. 273.
 3I have deliberately excluded The King of the Great Clock Tower because

 it is the King's play, proceeding in a reverse direction and containing less pert-
 inent sexual allegory.

 *The Lonely Tower, 2nd ed. (London, 1965), p. 26.
 5 (Garden City, New York, 1958), pp. 214-215.
 6I am using the following editions: Robert Greer Gohn, Toward the Poems

 of Mallarmé (Berkeley, 1965), pp. 52-90; The Plays of Oscar Wilde (New
 York, Modern Library, n.d.), pp. 1-41; The Collected Plays of W. B. Yeats
 (New York, 1965), pp. 390-396. I have referred also to Salomé (Paris, 1925).

 7Yeats was fascinated by the idea that the assassination of Caesar and the
 resurrection of Christ both occurred during a full moon in March, for which
 see A Vision, pp. 245, 250, 254.
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